Hannah Chi
KOR 604
Korea: plastic surgery, good food, media
USA: fat, melting pot, american dream
Like · Comment · Follow Post · September 25 at 9:14pm

Kevin Han
Two summers ago when I was visiting Korea, I saw a girl in downtown Myeongdong with bandages covering her entire face, which my mom told me was the immediate aftermath of plastic surgery of some sort. The gauze had traces of undotted blood seeping through. It was a horrifying spectacle.
Yesterday at 12:47am · Like

Hannah Chi
Yeah, I think it's pretty sad how common it is in Korean society. What makes me more sad is that now children are doing it. Everyone is starting to look the same, with huge eyes, tall nose, and a shaved jawline to make the 'V' shape. I really enjoy Ko... See More
Yesterday at 1:19am · Like
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Richard Gonzalez
KOR 506
Korea: Arirang, Kpop, Yi Soon Shin
USA: Food, Statue of Liberty, Money
Like · Comment · Follow Post · September 25 at 11:56pm

Minyeong Seo
English Writing
대한민국: 비빔밥, 김연아, 창복
미국: 뉴욕, 자유의 여신상, 영어
See Translation
Like · Comment · Follow Post · September 25 at 6:33pm via mobile

Kevin Han
KOR 604
Korea: humidity, makeup, spicy bulgogi
USA: pride, hamburgers, capitalism
Like · Comment · Follow Post · September 25 at 2:46pm
Sung Hyun Park
KOR604
Korea: plastic surgery, samsung, video games
USA: debt, medicare, apple
Like · Comment · Follow Post · September 25 at 3:58pm near Austin

Darwin Pek If I remember correctly, a lot of MMOs are developed by game development companies in Korea, which is interesting.
September 25 at 4:02pm · Like

Eun Gyung Jeon Medicare in the U.S. is not good because it is too expensive to take medical treatment when sick.
September 25 at 5:05pm via mobile · Like

Darwin Pek Yeah, Canada does it better than us.
September 25 at 9:23pm · Like

Angel Pang It’s interesting how you thought of apple for usa. Are you by chance an avid apple user?
September 25 at 9:23pm · Like

Sharon Song Hahaha plastic surgery. Well now that I think about it I guess Korea does have a lot of that don’t they?
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Sung Hyun Park No I’m not
September 25 at 10:06pm via mobile · Like

Yeachan Suh rofl plastic surgery
September 25 at 11:44pm · Like

Katie Park Avid Apple user right here 😊
Yesterday at 3:15am · Like
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Pros & cons

Quick & Easy Responses
Convenient Tool
Student-generated
THINK

Burden for teacher
Limited in-class discussion
Evaluation
Suggestions

- Compare & contrast topics: target country vs US
- More situation-related topics
- Scenes from movies or drama
- Picture responses (advertisement, paintings)
- In-class discussion time (+lecture)
- Synchronous communication, “chat”
- Native speaker(s) of the target language
- “See translation” (X), but “Comments”
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